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In a race against time, Tails invented a time machine to travel back in time to prevent Amy from
becoming evil. Sonic and Yumi volunteered to come with Tails to stop Amy from drinking an evil potion.
Halo 2, a new character in the Sonic Story, is beauti
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1 - I wonder what would happen in the future?

Note: i added my on character name yumi and chris is not in my story cuz he aidiot!tails: hey yumi can
you give me hand this bunjey belt and electric chaos sheild?Yumi: sure, whats the problem tails?tails:
can you test these?Yumi:(sighs)ok tails.yumi grave the golden star in the middle of the belt and pointed
up the ceelingand up went yumi as she graves the green disk and tranformes into a big greenelectric
magnetic sheild.Yumi:(sighs) tails how do i get down from her?!tails: press both red bottons a you''ll
drop.yumi: AHHHH!yumi landed on tailstails and yumi: ouch!Yumi: tails r u ok?yumi helped tails get
up.tails: yeah i''m fine.amy walks in.Amy: hey yumi what would happen in the future?Yumi: Hey didn''t i
tell you not ask those questions?amy:All right, tails what would happen?tails: what?Amy:(yelling) the
future!tails: don''t amy i''ll tell you when i get the news ok?amy: ok, tailsyumi: sheesh, cant you shut up
amy?! you''re ruining my life!Amy: you can''t tell me what to do!Yumi: Wanna bet?!yumi raises up her
right fistAmy: ok i''ll shut up!yumi puts down her fist.Yumi: good.



2 - I created a time mechine, ha

AT Angels IslandYumi:(yelling)HEY KNUCKLES where are you?!Knuckles:(yelling)I''m guarding the
Master Emerald!,What the hell you think i''m donig?!Yumi: boy you sure get on my nerves.Tails: STOP!!!
thank you, sheesh you two get on my nerves.serously!Knuckles: she started!yumi hit knuckles up-side
the head.Yumi: shut up knuckle head!Just then cream came in.Cream: are you 2 donig?Yumi: Well you
see cream, Knuckle-head over here was getting mad so i had toshut him up by hitting up-side the
head!.Cream: ok then, i''ll check what tails is donig.Cream: what are you donig tails?Tails:Hey cream,
i''m creating a time mechine that can go to the past or the future.Cream: oh.Amy:Hey tails, what are you
donig?Tails: Remeber when you ask what would happen in the future,Amy?Amy:Yeah.Tails:Well i
created a time mechine.Knuckles:What good does the time meachine do?!Yumi hit knuckles up side the
head again.Yumi: for one reason, a time meachine can send you to the past and the future.and it can
cuase time to damage if stay to long in the past or future.Tails: that''s true yumi,but you forgot reason
two it''s if you stay to longin the past or future you''ll stay in both times!Cream:(gasp) NO thats not
true!!Yumi: Its true cream.



3 - Lets go to the year 2025!

AT tail''s workshop tails invented a time mechine for amy''s question.

lets start the 3rd chapter!

Tails: So amy since you asked a "good question"

Amy: tails ( yelling) STOP BEING A FREAKIN'' RETARDE!

Tails: OK, sheesh you don''t have to yell i''m right next to you!

Yumi metatading.

Yumi: (opens one eye and close it) Can you 2 shut the hell up?!

i''m trying to concenstate!

Knuckles: (punches amy & tails)

Amy&Tails: hey! why did the hell you punched us?!

Sonic walks in.

Sonic: (walks next to yumi) hey yumi what''s gonig on here?

Yumi:(stops metatading) Well ... since you been gone for like umm 25 or 26 minutes

things are been like crazy arouded here.(giggles)if you know what i mean.

Amy: hey lets go to the year 2025!

ALL: OK.



4 - Look, its metal city!

there''s a few changes ok? i''ve added more characters named

Melissa,Marinena,Holly, Lola.

Continued..

yumi:ok guys, we  only have 6hrs to be here got it?

All: Got it!

Yumi: So i''ved teamed you guys up with my friends.

guys i''d like you to meet Holly, Marinena, Melissa,and Lola.

Holly i''m teaming you with Sonic the Hedgehog.

Amy: WHAT?! i''m suppose to be with sonic! (grabs out piko hammer

and charges at Holly)

Holly: (runs and punches amy) STOP GETTING MAD AT ME!

Ok yumi I''ll team up with Sonic.

Sonic: how fast are you holly?

Holly: I''m so fast like you sonic!

Yumi:(gives commuteateor)these things allow you  to commuteacte

each other when you guys are seperated.got it?

All: Got It!

Lola: Look, Its metal city!

Melissa: hey let''s see if tails is in  workshop.

Tails: here guys here are your Extreame  Gear Air boards.

holly here is yours NIGHT WAVE...



to be continued...



5 - our arch rival:halo

continued... there been some few changes marina the fox is no more so i add

a new fox named Shannon.

Holly: you''ve got to be serious!

Shannon: It''s Not possiable!

Melissa: you''re kidding!

Amy: What?!what are girls talking  about?!

Melissa: not to long ago we had an old arch rival named Halo. now she was a beautiful fox, but she''s way evil, For example: say that holly was about attack
her from behind with out being notice and BAM! holly''s 

flying

through the air with out being hit and hits a wall and slide down! so be careful guys she has mystic powers that can make a person be mindcontroled 

bodygaurd to attack other people.and the only way you can have other person back is to...

to be continued..

quick question: what''s amy thinking besides sonic?



6 - Let the fight begin!

ok i change avatar just now(if any of you guys are online) so that avatar

is named: kelsigh but Call her DJ.Team Dj is Dlyan is girl hedgehog,

Rina is a bat but she's not like rouge. she fun And serious.

DJ is KINDA like shadow except she's not that evil.

DJ: Ah Crap! shes here too,No We've got to stop her NOW!

Yumi: But how?

Rina: MAKE A PLAN!

Dlyan: Ok A PLAN NOT GONNA WORK!

rina puts her face in to Dlyan's face.

Rina: ITS GONNA WORK!

Amy:HELP!

HALO: HAHA! TEAM DJ  YOU ARE SO OVER!

DJ: WHY HALO WHY.

HALO:NO YOU GUYS DON'T GET IT!

EVER SINCE I'VE BEEN ON YOUR TEAM,  RINA YELLED AT ME AND SAID"THAT I WAS WASN'T
BEST PERSON  ON THE TEAM!

Shannon: You forgot us HALO!

Holly runs  and punches HALO.

Holly: You forgot how strong I was HA LO. 

Melissa: Yeah! LET THE FIGHT BEGIN!.





7 - Chaos amy!

THERES MORE CHACRTERS NAMED:VALERIE,KIMI,FLORANCE,AND JUSTINE.

HALO: HERE AMY, THIS IS A EMREALD.

DJ: AMY! WAIT NO DO'T TOUCH IT!

A BIG EXPLOSIN SHINING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET.

CHAOS AMY: HA! HA! NO ONE CAN STOP US FROM TAKING OVER THE  WORLD!

YOU FOOLS HAVE UNTIL MIDNIGHT TO STOP US!

DJ:YUMI CONTACT TAILS,
HOLLY,MELISSA,SONIC,KNUCKLES,SHANNON,VALERIE,KIMI,FLORANCE,RINA,

AND JUSTINE..NOW!

YUMI CONTACTING THE OTHERS.

YUMI: TEAM 3 LIGHTING WE NEED YOU...NOW!,TEAM 9 THUNDERBOLTS WE ALSO NEED YOU!

TEAM 1 TORNADO WE NEED YOU A.S.A.P!THIS YUMI A.K.A ROCKN' ROLL GODDESS MEET US
OVER IN  THE METAL CITY IN THE EXTREAM GEAR RACING CENTER IN 1MINUTE OVER AND
OUT.

ALLTEAMS1,3,AND 9: ON IT!

DJ:HURRY IT'S NO MISSION LIKE ANYOTHER THIS TIME HALO HAS GONE TO FAR! SHE PUT
AMY

IN A MAGICAL EMEARLD SPELL WHICH MADE AMY INTO CHAOS AMY!

ALL THE  TEAMS MET AT THE EXTREAM GEAR RACING CENTER.

RINA:WHATS THE PONIT IF AMY HAS POWER? SHE WAS  A SORE LOSER BEFORE

AND SHE'S STILL A LOSER!

DJ: (IN A SERIOUS FACE) LOOK IF YOU START TALKING CRAP ABOUT  HER , OUR LIVES WILL

DIE! SO RATHER NOT TALK IF I WERE YOU!.



8 - 2hrs TIL DAWN!

ok there been some changes I'm still adding three more charaters: Jazmaine the Fox,

and Tamara the hedgehog,and Andrea the hedgehog.

Jazzy:Dj,yumi get ready to ride at night cause all of us going to ride in the night life

to stop halo and chaos amy!

Tamara: Just to let you guys and girls know that we a 2hrs 'til world domitnation!

Rina: what Differance does it  make?

Tails: Alot 'cause by the time the clock hits 12:00 midnight the world is doomed.

Sonic: Tails is right!

Knuckles: Yeah!

Florance: Even though you don't like them rina doesn't Mean you can't treat bad.

Holly: where's andrea?

Andrea: I'm right behind you.

Holly: oh.

Roxy: I suppose you  guys and girls are out to save the world from Chaos Amy,

is that true?

All: YES! Who are  you?

Roxy: I'm  roxy the hedgehog I'm andrea's older sister.

Andrea: Since when did you come to with us?!

Roxy: Well, let's just say  I read  your diary, andrea.

Andrea: YOU READ MY DIARY?!

Roxy: yeah.



to be continued...
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